An analysis is given for the treatment of membrane transport phenomena in accord with the theory of steady state thermodynamics. A linear macroscopic theory for discontinuous systems is applied as a postulate. It is shown that as a consequence of t he transformation properties of the Onsager reciprocal relations the definition of a me mbrane electromotive force gives corollary definitions of the flows of electrolytic solutes as a whole in the form of linear combinations of the flows of ionic constituents. It is shown that established conventions which set the activity coefficients of ionic constituents equal to uni ty at the reference state of infinite dilut ion lead to a particular definition of the membrane electromotive force which may be applied at any concentration.
I . Introduction
This paper reports the results of a part of a study directed toward the detailed application of the thermodynamics of steady state processes to the investigation of transport pheno mena at junctions beLween electrolytic solutions. The work was undertaken as a part of a research proj ect under tbe sponsorship of the Office of Saline Water of the U.S. D epartment of the Interior. This project had the I . aim of improving the methods of measuring and ? reporting the electrochemical characteristics of k membranes.
molality and the activity coefficient at constant temperature and pressure of the ionic constiuent. We note here that if ion constituents are defined as MacInnis [6] defines them, m~ and hence dln m~ are operational quantities without extra-thermodynamic assnmptions adopted as arbitrary conventions. The work of Guggenheim [7] as confirmed by de Groot and !'olhoek [8] shows that in ordinary electrochemlcal ys~ems only t~e term dJ.l~ on the left in eq (1) may be mcluded wlth dln m~ a an operational quantity in a thermodynamic treatme'1t.
de Groot and Tolhoek give demonstrations that in principle, one may treat transport across junction~ between el~c~r.olytic solutjons with~ut ~eekin~ to make the chvlslOn of chemlcal potentlal dlfferellLlals ~alled for in eq (1) . The first object of this paper lS to set down a fundamental steady state treatment which makes explicit use of familiar electrochemical quantities but avoids the use of eq (1) . The fundamental treatment given here is new only in the sense that .it is a unified analysis applicable to the peculiar requ~re l1lents of membran~ s~udies. It may properly be vlewed as first a restnctlOn of GuO"O"enheim's [9] treatment of gal~anic cells to discontinb~ous systems.
The treatm~nt lS. then extended to nonisopiestic systems by mcludmg the flow of solvent in a membrane fixed frame of reference. It is further extended to the tr~atment of sta.tionary states involving flows of electrIC .charge. Fmally, by following Temkin and Koroshm [10, 11] and Agar [12] in the treatment of electronic transport entropies we extend the analysis to nonisothermal systems. t t 1n this paper we are concerned with the problem of treating permeability characteristics during steady states involving the transfer of electric charge without introducing the classical uncertainty involving the electrostatic potential difference between two chemical phases of different composition [1, 2, 3, 4) . 1 The existence of such an electrostatlc potential difference i postulated in discussions of the application of steady state thermodynamics to electrolytic transport problems. The usual practice [5] is to introduce the definition of the differential of the chemical potential of an ionic constituent in the form (1) where dJ.t~ is the total differential of the chemical potential; z{ is the electrovalence; ff is the faraday ; and d~ is the differential of the electrostatic potential. The first term on the right, the "nonelectrical part," may be put formally (2) where 8~, n, m~, and 'Y~ are, respectively, the partial molar entropy, the partial molar volume, the 1 Figures in brackets indicate tbe literature references at tbe end of this paper.
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In much theoretical and experimental work there appears. to be a . n~e.d to adopt conventions regarding smgle lon actlvltles, membrane potentials salt bridges, or ideal "inert" electrodes. In terms 'of the steady state theory these conventions are viewed as giving definitions to a "force"-the EMF-conjugate to a "flow"-the electric current-in the same sense that a pre~sure difference is a force conjugate to the ~ow of flmd volume. In the discussion given in sec~ tIOn 10 we show an important case in which the ex-plicit need for such a convention arises. The second object of this paper is to study the requirements to be met by an EMF convention if it is to lead to an internally consistent treatment of transport phenomena. We will show that the application of the steady state theory leads quite naturally to a particular conventional definition of the membrane EMF. This definition is developed in sections 8 and 9.
. Analytical Model
In our analysis we will formally treat a one dimensional, discontinuous, open steady state system without chemistry [13] . Flows through a junction are treated as if they took place between two points . The points, a and {3, are taken as representative of two parallel planes in a real system at each of which one may aSRign by e).rperiments a truly representative average value of any intensive property. A "junction" is everything between a and {3 and its composition need not be defmed. We only require flow continuity between a and {3. The flow of a conserved quantity, i.e., energy, mass as a chemical constituent, and electric charge, across a in the direction of {3 must be equal to the flow of that quantity across {3 toward the surroundings of {3. Flows are positive in the direction a to {3 and are to be measured with reference to a and {3. The postulate of local equilibrium is applied at a and {3. A complete set of intensive equilibrium ther· modynamic properties can be defined by the local temperature, pressures, and component concentrations when a and (3 are at the same gravitational potential with no other external fields operating. During a sLeady state these intensive properties are to be maintained constant by exchanges with the surroundings.
We give a priori emphasis to certain consequences of this model. The uncertainty which arises in dis. cussions of transference numbers and diffusion coefficients continues to receive attention in the literature [14, 15, 16] . An analysis of the model chosen gives permeability characteristics as integral characteristics of a junction in a cell fix frame of reference. Thus if the real system were a simple Hittorf transference cell [17] , an integral transference nunlber of an ion constituent would be by definition a property of the middle cell region, a solution filled glass tube. A transformation to an ordinary Hittorf or Washburn [12] number given with reference to the center of mass of the solvent would yield another integral property of the solution filled glass tube. The identification of these latter properties as properties of the solution would, in the usual way, require a demonstration that wall effects in large tubes contribute only to the extent that the tube defines the geometry of the solution.
. Fundamental Steady State Formulation
de Groot gives a detailed discussion of the fundamental principles of the steady state theory. We accept the theory here in the manner of a formal 84 postulate. The material of this section sets forth the way in which quantities of established operational significance are to be employed to define flows and I forces in the steady state description of junction -,' processes without resort to eq (1) .
')
The choice of a concentration scale is immaterial Yr to the essential results of this paper. In nonisothermal systems it is generally preferable to avoid volume concentrations [3 7] . We fmd it convenient to employ molalities, mole kg-1 of solvent . The compositions of the olutions at a and {3 are defined by the concentrations of r constituents. The first m, including the solvent, are nonelectrolytes . The next r-m are ionic constituents. We define a constituent composition vector, { ml}, the elements of which are the molalities of these constituents. We define the constituent electrovalence vector, {Z/}, where the elements are the electro valences of the respective constituents represented in { m'} . The restriction of the electroneutrality condition is expressed by
where the superscript dagger, t, denotes transpo-
sition.
Under the restriction imposed by eq (3) it will always be possible to express the composition of solutions a and {3 in terms of r -l independent components [38] . We define a component composition vector, { m *}, where the respective elements are the molalit ies of electrically neutral isolable chemical compounds. These composition vectors must be connected by a relation, 4) or, in more detail, 
W e also note that convenience is best served if [v] is chosen such that the elements of the solution vector {m * } of eq (4) satisfy the condition m*>O· j -, (j = I ,2, ... ,1'-1) .
It is important to note that in equilibrium thermodynamics one can treat the proper ties of a three component system such as H 20 -aCI-ICEl". In a steady state treatment of transport processes-"without chemistry"-such as the interdiffusion of the components b etween solutions with differin g concentrations of NaCl and ICEr we must regard such solutions as special cases in which the concentration of a fourth component, either ICCI or N aEr, is zero. In practice such special cases would b e treated as the result of special r estraints upon the possible transport processes in a system under study. Writing (8) as the differ ence in chemical potential of a ch emical component or constituent between a and {3 and using the equilibrium property T J.!j=~ l'ijJ.!i;
(j=l, . .. , 1'-1) [v]t (10) The superscript, *, indicates quantities which are functions of only temperatures, compositions, and pressures in accord with classical thermodynamics.
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The superscrip t, e, indicates quantitie requmog an auxiliary electrochemical operation involving measured transfers of electric charge coupled with measured transfers of material constituents [19, 20] . The algebraic theorem that eq (10) possesses no unique solution for the elements of the vector on the left is equivalen t to Guggenheim's conclusion that where a and {3 are formally treated as electrically isolated phases, the elements tlJ.!~ have no general thermodynamic significance. However, wh en a and {3 are not electrically isolated but communicate through a junction permeable to at least one ion constituent, the elements tlJ.!1 are operationally meaningful. Guggenheim considers the case when a and {3 are at the same temperature and pressure. He shows that when a reversible current can be passed between the termi nals of a pair of identical electrodes reversible to the ith constituent, one at a and one at {3, the relation (11) defines the chemical potential differences when E1 -E f is the electric potential differen ce measured between the electrode terminals. Equa tion (11 ) is easily modified to include cases where the temperatures and press ures at the electrodes are not equal. I-I ere we follow T emkin and Koroshin [1 0, 11) , Agar [12] , and deEethune (21) by choosing to have the leads from the electrodes at a and {3 be wires of identical composition which com e out to terminals which ar e at t he same temperature, but we specifically req uire the li se of platinum wire fot' these leads. 2 IVe write the electrode r eaction (12) for an electrode reversible to the ith constit uent. 2 In nonisotbermal systems it is necessary to indicate the reference medinm im plied for electrons when one writes an electrode reaction. The establisbed use of platinum in constructing bydrogen electrodes and in resistance t llermom etcrs makes it convenient to regard platinum at 25°C as tbe reference medium for electrons.
where I1rPi is the EMF obtained by correcting t he measured EMF, E1-Ej, for the homogeneous thermoelectric effect in the platinum leads and for the chemical potential differences of the insoluble components involved in the electrode reaction, i.e., where Spt is the transported entropy for electrons in platinum. 3 For silver-silver chloride electrodes under ordinary conditions eq (14) becomes
where the term in square brackets is derived from eq (16 ) below with the condition that (~:j}p.m=O (15 for compounds in their standard states.
Equation (13) defines the last r-m elements of the vector on the left in eq (10 ). The first m elements are defined using the cl~ssical equilibrium thermodynamic relation resulting from the choice of temperature, pressure, and molality as independent intensive variables, i.e.,
Sf denotes the partial molal entropy; Vf denotes the partial molal volume; and the summation is over the independent solu te components represented in the vector {m* }. Since we wish to express the thermodynamic "forces", 11/-L~, as linear functions of the experimental "forces" it is convenient to write
where (18) with log denoting logarithms to the base 10. This gives a condensed symbol for our constant coefficient;
we expect I1lLj to be more nearly proportional to
I1log mj than to I1mt. We restrict our attention 
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here to steady states representing displacements from a definite reference state of complete equilibrium between a and (3 when the solutions ex and (3 have the same temperature, pressure, and con-<:, centrations of components with no net flows of I energy, chemical constituents, or electric charge '\ taking place between them. 4 The vectors {m/} and {m *} are defined at this state.
It is useful to show how 8iJ is to be expressed in terms of the solution compositions and activity coefficients.
We have the defining relation .~ where the summations are over the elements of {m/}.
Here, for ion, constituents, "II is a single ion activity <-:: coefficient 5 which in this paper has no more than 1 the ordinary significance of a formal device. It "< disappears when eq (19) is written in the meaningful I ~m ~
and "It is the molal activity coefficient for nonelec->J trolytes and the mean molal activity coefficient for 1 electrolytes. From eq (20) and the definition ~ given by eq (18) we find (22) There is a real advantage of simplicity and convenience in the form of eq (22) where ionic molalities are retained. The introduction of mean ionic molalities as suggested by textbooks leads to d an ahnost hopelessly unwieldly expression in the general case. VV e recognize the experimental fact that the solutions may be of such a composition that no reversible electrode will function as required by eq (14). However, as demonstrated in section 6, if a single pair of reversible electrodes is available to measure ,:CJ/ M i(' for anyone of the ion constituents represented in m/}, the added equation upplements eq (10 ) to give a solution for the r emaining terms, 111L~. Thus, given a satisfactory pair of reversible electrodes, we may define every term in eq (10) in terms of operational quantities without resort to eq (1) .
• The steady state postulate can be applied with reference to other equilibrium states, e.g., osmotic equilibrium. However, in writing eq (17) we imply the one indicated because we regard &*; Y:* and eij· as constants. ' 1 '1 \~ I ' It should be noticed that we distingush 'Y' in eq (2) aud 'Y' here. We regard 'Y' as being defined on the basis of a postulate that the electrostatic potential, At. can be operatioually defined between solutions of different compositions at A finite coucentratious. This postulate has been rejected.
"'. 
may now be set down by choosing
This choice of flows and forces is similar to that employed by Kirl wood [22] in differential form . We have already defined the first r elements of { XI } and grant that .t.lnT is a meaningful quantity. The first r elements of {J / } are flows of chemical constituents corresponding to the respective elements of {m/ }. Since the chemical constituents are defined as having fixed identities in cell processes including exchanges with the surroundings of a and (3 it may be granted that the first r elements of {J/ } are meaningful quan tities. It is this conservation of chemical identity in the complete specification of concentrations and of flows of matter which permits the analysis "without chemistry" [13] . 6 The flow of "entropic heat," J [, must be given special notice. We select the name, entl'opic heat, on the basis of the discussion set down by de Groot [24] who notes that various flows are termed "flows of heat" by different authors. The flow of entropic heat is defined by where J u is the flow of energy. Energy is of course conserved in all cell processes. Entropic heat is not. However, we cannot rely upon eq (26) alone to define J~ since the chemical potential of a single ion constituent, p.~, has been given no meaningful definition. Only its significance in the particular linear combinations of eq (9) has been established. It is necessary to state conditions which are at least sufficient to establish an operational definition of J~. We flrst note that by eq (23) • The treatment of wat er as a nonelectrol ytic solvent limits tho p articipation of hydrogen and hydroxy lions in the Det transfcr of electric charge to those sys· tems where either a strong acid or stron g base is present as a solute. The treatment of weak electrolytes requires the introdu ction of "chemistry" [23] .
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from which L [q may be determined using when the experiment is designed to simultaneously evaluate the elements of { XI } and the elements L~j are already known. Since by eq (24) (30) the equations (31) applied to measurements of the flow of each material constituent in the presence of a temperature difference would evaluate each term L~j when again the clements of { X I} are simultaneously evaluated and the elements L {j are known. We flnally require the measurem.ent of a complete set of isothermal permeability characteristics to deflne the elements of the isothermal admittance matrix in the equation which is obtained from eq (23) by setting .t.lnT equal zero . Isothermal measurements dealing with flows of conserved quantities require no special discussion.
This formulation of a linear macroscopic theory requires an additional postulate to put a restriction upon the magnitude of any admissible displacement of equilibrium from the reference state. We have chosen to give the treatment of a discontinuous system in order to avoid operational uncertainties which often arise in attempts to apply an analysis of a continuous system [25] . In general we are unable to measure intensive properties at an arbi · trarily dense succession of planes lying between a and {3. Our choice is in line with the suggestions of Kirkwood [22] and Scatchard [26] . Thus the speciflcation of a junction such as one including a membrane or porous plug must include the speciflcation of the composition of the contacting solutions at the reference state. At the reference state we formally assume that equilibrium is established ,vith respect to all solution components throughout the region a to {3. The integral admittance matrix, [L,], can in principle include linear "polarization" effects in the boundary layers. However, with reference to Kirkwood's treatment of thed tirec transformation of the analysis of a continuous system into the analysis of a discontinuous system, Schlagl [27] has demonstrated the possibility of "apparently" linear phenomenological relations where the elements of [Lin are not proper constants.
In such a case the respective elements of a series of differential admittance matrices defined as functions of position between IX and {3 would not, upon integration, give the corresponding elements of [L .fn, In a purely phenomenological approach no basis can exist for distinguishing "really" and "apparently" valid applications of eqs (23) and (24). Sch16gl's analysis suggests that no difficulty exists in the limit of the reference state and that if the forces represented in { X I} are "sufficiently small," the experimental demonstration of any such distinction would be difficult and would require measurements of the highest accuracy and precision. We require some quantitative criterion for judging what forces are "sufficiently small."
Miller [28] has recently reviewed the eA"})erimental evidence which bears upon the validity of the Onsager relations in macroscopic processes . Miller [29] and Dunlop and Gosting [30, 31] have given detailed attention to ternary diffusion in electrolytic solutions. It is clear from a study of these papers that any criterion will necessarily be some-· what arbitrary. Nevertheless, since a major part of the intuitive support for the postulation of a linear macroscopic theory involves the established validity of linear free energy relationships such as eq (17) it is reasonable to assume that the range of validity of eq (17) is of fundamental significance in applications of the theory. Therefore, we choose to apply the following minimum condition:
It is assumed that determinations of the elements of [LIn will involve displacements of equilibrium with forces and flows of such a magnitude that the uncertainty in the value of an element L {j arising from uncertainties in measurements of temperatures, concentrations, pressures, and potentials will be equal to or greater than the errors introduced by neglecting variations of 17t, St, and erj • This criterion has the practical advantage of setting "sufficiently small" at magnitudes consistent with the precision and accuracy of any particular experimental inves tigation.
. Transformation Properties
In the fundamental formulation , a flow of electric charge is identified with the flow of each ionic constituent and a conjugate electromotive force is defined for each such flow. However, no net flow of charge or overall electromotive force occurs as an element of the vectors { J f} and { Xf }. The thermodynamic theory does not require us to define vectors containing such elements, but the definition of all elements of {J/ } during all processes including electric charge flows depends upon our extrathermodynamic definitions of ionic constituents and our use of the established conservation relation
The electric current in amperes is denoted by 1. Equation (33) The steady state theory explicitly defines restrictive conditions which must be applied in carrying out linear transformations of flows and forces. The transformation properties are summarized by de Groot [32] . We set them down briefly in the notation of this paper.
We take as given with and
where 0' is the rate of entropy production during a steady state process described by the vectors {J /} and { Xf }.
We may choose an alternative description of the same steady state process in terms of vectors {J' } and {X' } where
( 3 6) and
The entropy production, 0', must be invariant under a linear transformation of flows and forces . We must define a new force vector by
where the order of the superscripts in the matrix of the linear transformation indicates the direction of the transformation, i.e.,
The elements of the vector {X'} must be linearly ~ndependent combinations of the elements of {XI},
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-; 
Al Lerna tively, since the reciprocal of the transpose of amatrix is the same as the transpose of its reciproclll the trftnsformations may be defined in reverse order wiLh
The matrix [a l '] takes the role of de Groot's matrix (3 and we note that an application of the transtormation
is required to complete the definition of an alternative set of phellomenologicalrelaLions to replace eq (23 ) .
Finally, we note that in the general case we arc dealing with a foree vector whose element are formally linearly independent in terms of theil' definitions from measuremrnts of intensive properties. We may state that if not all the elrmen ts X{ are zero, (45) for any choice of co nstants, Ei ' The transformation properties given remftin valid regardless of the permeability characterisLics of any jun ction pCl'meable to at least one ion cons ti tuent. In a real systrm if anyone flow or a linear combination of flows is idenLically zero in all steady state flow processes, the clements of {J/ } will not be linearly independent. ",iVe will study such a special case in section 7 below and set a linear combination of forces to zero. de Groot demonstrates that the a priori definition of independent forces secures the validity of the transformation properties despite any linear dependence of flows in a special case.
. Restrictive Condition Upon a Defined

EMF
We consider first a matrix [al' l Certain general restrictions upon the form of this matrix may be adopted on the basis of elementary considerations. The nonelectrolytes are independent components of conserved chemical identity. The law of conservation of mass is applied to the flow of each such nonelectrolyte. The flows of 1'-m-l electrolytes and of electric charge are an interdependent group subj ect to the laws of conservation of mass and of el ectric charge, but the electroneutrality condition only operates as a restriction upon the flow of ionic constituents with respect to other ionic constituents. It does not restrict the independence b etween flows 89 of non electrolytes and electrolytes. We take these points into consideration when we write On the most elementary rational grounds a net transfer of a quantity of an electrolytic component hom a to (3 must represent some combination of the transfers of ionic constituents. It is not obvious that any established rules or conventions dictate these combinations , but we identify the respective conj ugate forces defined by a matrix [bl' n with the chemical potential difl"erences of neutral electroly tic components deEmed as linear combinations in eq (10 ). The fact that the eq (42) describes a unique operation permits us to carry out an inverted development.
Before setting down a matrix [bl ' n we note that in the matrix [al' sults as a property of such forms [33] that when the matrix [NJI is not singular,
Thus we write the pseudodiagonal form
with the matrix [vTIt from eq (10) [33] ,
where the numerator on the right is the cofactor of the element indicated. Following eq (53) we write the definitions of the elements of [al'] within the submatrix [NJI as
The electrical neutrality of each component represented in the vector {m* } as stated in eq (6) gives the condition, ... ,r-l) (55) Equation (55) applied in the first 1'-m-l rows of det [N]t-l gives zeros as the first 1'-m-l elements of any column when the other 1'-m -l columns are added to it. The last element of that column then becomes for any jth column. It then follows that det [b l l ] = co] ~~; ( ± zf b~;) (57) z, j=m+l for any jth column m+ 1 through r. Substituting from eq (57) for det [bl'] in eq (53) gives (58) Clearly, if (59) eqs (47) and (48) will be satisfied provided [bl'] is not singular. The nonsingularity of [bf'] is assured by the requiremen t that [v] be of rank r -l. At least one co] b{; will not vanish. When the condition of eq (59) is applied the determinant will be given by
. Reference Ion Electromotive Force
An extremely important class of experimental systems including concentration cells and various cells with transference have identical reversible terminal electrodes [1] and can be designed to fall into the class of systems discussed in section 2. It is proper to inquire as to whether or not the EMF between a single pair of identical reversible probe electrodes, one at rP and one at /3, may be formally regarded as the junction electromotive force. We may choose to order the clements of {ml}, { X I} and {J I } to have the rth constitue"lt be that one to which the electrode pair is reversible. We define a "reference ion" force vector with X r= X {;
(i= l , . ,., m);
The matrix [blr] is thus of the class of [bI'] in eq (52 junctions are most often encountered in discussions of the thermodynamics of galvanic cells. In such treatments one is concerned with the apparently reversible EMF measured at the limit of zero electric current flow. Guggenheim [9] ha given a treatment of isothermal, isopiestic cells with liquid-liquid junctions without employing eq (1) . The treatment is :~ one of a continuous steady state system without chemistry in a solvent fixed frame of reference. His work is an exception to the apparent universal practice of using eq (1) or its equivalent. Ther efore, some indication must be given of the relationship between the treatment here and the more common treatments. In addition the treatment of junctions .. at states of zero current gives an important relationship for use in connection with eq (10) .
I~ f I It can be shown [34] that when no electric current is flowing through the junction,
The coeffi cients, 7f, are the integral stoichiometric , transference numbers in a cell fixed frame of reference when no difference of telnperature, pressure, or composition exists between ex and (3, i.e., 
The numbers 7f are properties of the junction defined as functions of the elements of the admittance matrix [LI].
These fun ctions are
where ? I' )
with (73) 
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The detailed manipulations l eading to the above relations need not be repeated . However, in existing analyses the use of eq (1) as an elemcntary postulate gives a familiar result in differential form as which because of uncertainties in notation may appear to be inconsistent with eq (69). The relationship may be seen clearly if we write (75) and substitute for f,J.l j in eq (69). The use of eq (73) to reduce the coefficient of JTi).~ then gives
Of course this only d emonstrates a formal abstract relationship since the operational significance of eq (1) has not been cstablished for ordinary electroch emical sys tems.
Nevertheless, we note that eq (69) is a linear combination of ch emical potential differences defin ed as a function of the permeability characteristics of the junction. Thus when this relation is added to the set of equations in eq (10) we have a set of r equations in l ' unknowns, The elements Tf,,+l through T{ obey eq (73); therefore the condition of eq (5 9) required for b{:m+l through b {~ in treating the matrix [b"] applies. It may be shown by a treatment similar to that applied to [b" ] that the matrix h er e do es not vanish unless (78) Thus if the junction is permeable to at least one ionic constituent of the solutions at a and {3, eq (77 ) possesses a unique solution. This result confirms the statement given after eq (10 ) .
It should be noted that eq (77) has the distinct practical advantage of unifying the treatment of galvanic cells having ident.ical terminal electrodes in compartments separated by a defined junction through which flow continuity is established. It is clear that a solution for any t.j.I~ will after applying eq (13) give the EMF, t::"q,i , at the limit of zero electric curmnt flow in terms of the transference numbers and the thermodynamic properties of independent isolable components.
. Electromotive Force at Infinite Dilution
The reference state of unit activity coefficient established for treating the thermodynamic properties of solu tes is infinite dilution in pure solvent. In the limit of infinite dilution aqueous solutions of strong clectrolytes are "nearly" insulators and the D ebye-Hilckellimiting law is valid for electrolytic solutes as a whole. In accord with the discussion of Tolhoek and de Groot [8] and Guggenheim [7] we may regard it as meaningful to speak of a difference of electrostatic potential acting as a part of the "force" conjugate to the transfer of an ionic constituent between solutions of infinitesimally different compositions in the neighborhood of infinite dilution. T o define this "force" WR make use of several commonly used extrathermodynamic conventions, and we need only consider isothermal, isopiestic systems.
We assump that the activity coefficients of solu te nonelectrolytes approach unity much more rapidly than their concentrations approach zero in th e limit as a solution is diluted with pure solvent. We write (dj.lth.p=RTdln mt ; (i=2, . .. , m). (79 ) For ionic solute constituents we apply the same assumption and write (df1.1h. p = RTd ln m {+z{ffd~; (i= m + l, . .. , r ) 
It will be noted that the Debye-Hilckel theory supports the assumption underlying eq (SO) since the limiting law (In "In T, P.d~~O= -A (z{) 2-fU wh ere u is the ionic strength, i. e., 
suggests that (In''l~h. P.d~~O approaches zero in t he limit of infinite dilution as In m { approaches minus infinity.
Using t he relation. The coefficient matrix is nonsingular; its nant is given by
The solution, gives the differential of the electrostatic potential at ! infinite dilution as a linear combination of the differentials of chemical potential. The coefficients in eq (S7) satisfy eq (59).
It is clear from the form of eq (80) that d~ is ~ introduced as the "force" conjugate to any infini-tesimal transfer of electric charge, hence, eq (S7) ,. defines the electromotive force at infinite dilution.
We use eq (S7) to define the elem ents of the rth row of the linear transformation matrix in " ( 8) where [bid)] is of the class required by eq (52). By eqs (4 1) and (43) 
. The Membr ane EMF at Higher Concentrations
The definition of the membrane EMF at higher concentrations follows directly from the definition at infinite dilution . In ord er to remove any implication of a definit ion of an electrostatic potential difference at finite concentrations and concentration I" differences we write 1 r zf mf or.: /. _ "", i
where if; is the electromotive force between a and (3. 'liTe regard if; as representing the action of an electric field in the sense that it deno tes a force acting to produce a flow of electric charge,. but it i~ not a S. gradient of an external electrostatIC po tential field I [35] . The EMF, if;, is fully meaningful since every term on the right hand side is meaningful. I t is arbitrary in the sense that our choice of the r efer en ce ' i sta te of infinite dilution and the applications of eqs (79) and (SO) are arbitrary. It depends upon our r definitions of the elements of the vector { mf } and our use of these ion constituent concentration in :*' writing the ionic strength, u, given in eq (S2) and I the electroneutrality condition given as eq (3). 
Discussion
The need for d efining a membrane electrolIlotive r+ force and the corollary flows of electrolytes as n. whole arises quite naturally if we consider the treat-m out of electrokinetic phenom ena. Howev er , we must first establish certain points in terms of a specific example. Consider a membrane cell with comparLm enLs filled with HCl solutions. L et it be arran ged in the manner of a four lead r e isLor with a pair of probe electrodes close to the membrane-one on each side. These probe electrodes establish the positions of the planes, a and (3, indicated in section 2. They are potential indicating devices and carry no steady electric currents. L et each compartment also be provided with a working or current electrode more remote from the membrane than a and (3. The electrode reactions at the current electrodes are to involve virtually insoluble components and either the chloride or tbe hydrogen ion constituent of the solution . Let u s also provide for continuous, adjustable flows through each compartment utilizing feed solutions of adju stable composition.
A little r eflection will show that we can establish a particular steady state-defined by giving the elemen ts of {Xf}-regarclless of whether it is the hydrogen ions or the chloride ions which Hre exchanged with the solutions at the current clecLrodes. Th e adjustments of feed solu tion compositions and r ates of flow serve as our compensating variables. If the phenomenological r elations, eq (23), describe a steady state process taking place b etwee n a a nd (3, they describ e it independently of the specific nature of the processes at current electrodes which may in practice be at virtually infinite distances from t he region between a a nd {3. This statement of indepen dence, the independence of dissipaLive processes occuring in different regions of space, expresses an elementary r equirement of the steady state theory [39]. Processes which are described as coupled-h aving phenomenological r elations with cross coefficien ts-in tbe production of enLropy must take place in the same system . By system we mean an open system, the region of space b etween a and (3 as defined in section 2. If we wish to describ e a par Licular process in terms of some set of ph enom enological r elations resulting from a linear transformation of eq (23), the second form of the phenomenological relations. will d escri~e . t~e same and only the same process If and only If It IS defined so as not to include external dissipative processes. This elementary requirem ent is expressed in the steady state th~ory .wh en we state that the rate of entropy productlOn gIven by eq (34) must b e independent of a linear transfor mation of the forces and flows.
Ordinary isothermal electrokinetic phenomena at membranes are investigated by m aking experimental measurements-in a membrane fixed frame of reference-of flows of fluid volume and electric current under the influence of their conjugate forces-pressure difference and electric potential difference. We can site, for example, de Groot's [40] and Guggenheim's [36] demonstrations of the application of the steady state theory in the special case ~w!tere no differences of temperature or of com posltlOll are present to act as forces. They show that the well lmown experimental relation, the Saxen relation, between the streaming potential and the electroosmotic transport, i.e.,
(~) I= t.T={ t.m*I= O =(~v) t.P= t.T ={ t.m*I= O (91)
may be regarded as a consequence of the Onsager reciprocal relations. J v is the rate of flow of fluid volume and to~ is, as before, the difference in electrostatic potential. The electrostatic potential, to~, is of course a meaningful quantity when measured between phases of identical composition and temperature; it is the EMF measured between the terminals of any pair of identical electrodes. Hence, neither of the treatments cited makes any reference to the nature of the electrodes employed to measure to~. The fact that these analyses impose the restriction toT={ tom* }= O (92) and the fact that in practice the experimental measurements do not include measurements of the flows of heat and of the relative flows of constituents obscures certain features of the phenomena involved.
J v is computed from the measured rate of change of the volume of solu tion in a cell compartment with due allowance for the change of the volume of a compartment arising from the reactions of insoluble components at the working electrodes. In such treatments there is normally an implicit understanding that the reactions at the probe and working electrodes are identical. The problem of separating electrode and membrane processes simply does not arise in such a restricted case. However, we may, for example, study Guggenheim's [9] treatment of concentration cells with transference. This is a case where {tom *} is not restricted to zero. Although our formulation is first to be distinguished from his treatment of concentration cells by the fact that his is in a Hittorf, i.e. , solvent fixed, frame of reference, the essential point is that Guggenheim explicitly requires the use of electrodes reversible to one of the ionic constituents. Such a treatment a voids the classical uncertainty involving to~.
Since he restricted his treatment to steady states not involving flows of electric charge, the requirement of specific electrodes does not introduce any difficulty with respect to the separation of electrode and junction processes.
Since the phenomenological relations of eq (23) describe processes which involve electrokinetic effects as well as diffu sion effects, we are led immediately to attempt to set down a treatment in which heat flows and temperature differences and diffusion flows and concentration differences are added to the flows and forces of the electrokinetic treatment. However, we find that not only the meaning of to~ but also the meaning of J v , is uncertain. We must require our formulation to describe the processes in the "membrane", i.e., a to {3, region. It is to result from a linear transformation of the fundamental phenomenological relations, eq (23).
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At first glance it appears that we would write where the terms V { are the partial molal volumes of the nonelectrolytes and the terms V1 are the partial molal volumes of ionic constituents represented in the vector {m/ }. However, we have already indicated in the discussion of eq (2) that V~ has no operational meaning when we reject the postulate that to~ is operationally defined. We could consider a convention which defines V~ for any constituent. Such a convention would permit us to retain the distinction between electrode and membrane processes. However, there is an alternative approach which has to be considered.
We recognize that in the study of combined hydrodynamic and diffusion flow processes during steady states not involving net flows of electric current, we have by definition In section 5 of this paper we showed that we are first led to the conclusion that when we define the membrane EMF in terms of the potentials measured between pairs of identical probe electrodes with specific electrode reactions, we at the same time ' '' I define, by implication, a particular method of combining the flows of ionic constituents into the flows ~ of neutral electrolytes as a whole. Thus, by implication, we establish the definitions of J; and, hence, J~ in eq (95). Therefore, we conclude that it is not proper to introduce any auxiliary convention which defu1es V~ in eq (93) when we set down a ~ I transformation of eq (23) into an electrokinetic formulation.
In section 6 we showed that we can choose a I "reference ion" EMF, toCPT, by choosing to employ ,probe electrodes reversible to some particular ion constituent. Formally, there will be r-m distinct choices possible. In general there will be a family . 'j = ~ afrJ{;(j=m+1, ... ,r-l) (96) i=m+l will in general be different for each choice of a "reference ion." Although the arbitrariness of a "reference ion" electromotive force is objectionable, one can always employ such a device in order to define electrokinetic effects in terms of a gf'neral treatment. We can employ the essentially "direct experimental variables" such as appear in Saxen's relation, eq (91), in conjunction with diffusion flows and concentration difference forces without including external dissipative processes in our description of membrane processes.
The arbitrariness of a "reference ion" treatment can only be removed by adopting an additional conventionan "averaging" convention. In Sections 8 and 9 we showed that such a convention is implicit in the conventions already established for the treatment of the thermodynamic properties of electrolytic solutions. A general treatment which is co~sisten ~ wit~ the elemen tary defining stoichiometnc relatlOnslups employed at the reference state of infinite dilution results when we write (97) where J1 is defined by the transformation given in eq (89).
It is important to emphaRize that the t.reatment which defines ,y is complete only with respect to the requirement of consistency with established convrnti.on. We hav.e implied that ,y is a physically sigmficant quant.Ity. The dev€'lopments of this paper are not adequate to demonstrate any rea] physical significance. Our development in sections 8 and 9 followR the formal procedure of defining the Lagrangian multiplier corresponding to the electroneut.rality condition.7 Although as a formal device in section ,y is uniquely defined when we write eq (85) the approach to ideal behavior implied by eq (80) is not subject to an adequate experimental test [42] . The use of the concept of "almost" insulators is not satisfying aR a basis for attaching physieal significance to ~~ in extremely dilute solution and, hence to ,y in more concentrated solutions.
' An important problem for further investigation is the comparison of experimentally determined values of ,y with the EMF's measured between pairs of saturated calomel electrodes. A study of rf'presentative attempts to set down meaningful conventions for junctions potentials [4, 43, 44] based upon established common practice shows that saturated solution of potassium chloride are regarded as special experimental devices. It is abundantly clear that they are assumed to represent a practical approach to some ideal of "inert" behavior in experimental systems. We can, for example, accept,y as a physically significant quantity if a general study of a large class of experimental systems shows that sat-' Lagrangian mnltipliers as physically significant quantities are common in statistical mecbanics. Onsager [41] suggests tbe use or such a m ul tiplier to represent. tbe electric potential in electrochemical systems. However, he gives no expliCIt defimtlOn aud, further, he cbooses to have his dissipation [unction roclude electrode processes.
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urated calomel elcctrodes can be regarded as experimcntal devices which measure ,y dircctly with a ~cgrce of accuracy which is adcquate for most prac·· twal purpo e -"to within a few millivolts." We suo-gost this hypothesis here because our first tests support it, but we regard it, for the present, as only an example. .. , m;forces, -.1.u1, acting conjugate to the flows of nonelectrolytes. i = m+ 1, . . . , r; forces, -. 1.u1 , acting conjugate to the flows of ion constituents. i = m + l, . . . , r-l; forces, -. 1.u1 .
. Summary of Symbols and Notation
acting conjugate to the flows of neutral electrolytes. Con ven tionally a veraged force, -.17' if; , acting conjugate to the flow of electric charge, section 9. Force, -ff.1¢" acting conjugate to the flow of electric charge in accord with a reference ion convention, section 6. q= r+ l ; force , -.1 In T, acting co njugate to the flow of entropic heat. Electrovalence of a constituent. Denote boundaries of membrane region; CI. to {3 positive. i = 1, . . ., m ; molal activity coefficient of a nonelectrolyte; and i = m + l .. . , r-l ; mean molal activity coefficient of an electrolyte. (Undefined ) electrostatic molal activity coefficient of an ion constituent. Formal device denoting the molal activity coefficient of an ion constituent ; eq (19) . Thermodynamic composition coefficient, eq (18 ). Stoichiometric coefficient of a neutral component in an electrode reaction, eq (12 ) . Formal device denoting the chemical potential of an lOD constituent. Difference in the chemical potential of an ion constituent between CI. and {3, eq (13). The chemical potential of a component represented in {m *} . The stoichiometry matrix, eq (4) . The integral stoichiometric transference number of a constituent in a cell fixed frame of reference; eq (69 ). (Undefined) the absolute electrostatic potential.
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Equation (13 ).
Conventionally defined EMF, section 9.
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N omenclature of car bohyd r ates, R. S. Tipson, J. Chern. Documentation 2, No.3, 3-7 (1961) . In naming a carbohydrate, t h e name chosen should not conflict with the general principles of establishcd organic nomenclatur e; it should concisely show the number of carbon atoms, the number a nd configuration of all asymmetric carbon atoms, the funct iona l gro ups, the size of any sugarring, and the anomeric form , if any. The present paper describes methods which have evol ved for naming sugars having either one or two aldehydic or ketonic functions, or a n a ldeh ydic plus a k etonic function. The system is then extended to derivatives having eit h er one or two carboxyl groups, an aldehydic p lus a carboxyl function, .. or a k etonic plus a carboxyl function. Naming of derivatives of such co mpounds are also discussed.
The ox.id e films form ed on copper single crystal s urfa ces in water II. Rate of growth a t room te mperatur e, J . Kruger, ., J . Electrochem. Soc. 108, No.6, 503 (J une 1961) . M easurem ents utilizing polarized light were made of the increase in film thickness with time on 1100 ), {1101 , {111 1, and {311} surfaces of a copper single crystal immersed in .., water in equilibrium with atmospheres containing eit h er pure ox~gen or oxygen-helium mixtures containing 1 %, 10 %, or 20 '10 oxygen. With the pure oxygen atmosphere a 0u20 fil m rapidly reached a limiting thickness that remained constant for 1.5 to 2 hours after which ti me the formation of CuO was observed. Stirring increased the time required to observe the formation of CuO. Similar behavior was observed for 10 % and 20 % oxygen atmospher es, the limiting fi lm thickness of C uzO and the time required to observe t h e "" formation of CuO increased with decreasing oxygen content in the atmosphere. ' Vhen a 1 % oxygen atmosphere was used, para bolic film growth was observed. In a ll cases t h e { 111} pla n e exhibited t he lowest growth rate.
Line sh ape of ultraviolet absorption in solid noble ga ses, P . H . E. Meijer, J . Chern. Ph ys. 340, 2078 -2082 . The absorption of ultraviolet in solid noble gases shows lin es that are a few inverse centimeters broad. An attem pt is ma de to explain and calculate the width a nd shape of these li nes on t h e basis of a tentative energy versus configuration. curve. It is shown that t he width has t h e proper order of magnit ude. The line shape can be easily calculated at t he long wave lengt h end. It should show an expo nential tail. If we insp ect the expression for small values of the energy, we find a rapidly rising exponential, which would give rise to a s meared out edge a ppearance, provid ed t h e normalization constant (which cannot b e determined in the approximation used) is relatively insensitive to variations in the energy . The line will h ave a nonsymmetrical shape. E x.pone ntial te mperature d e pe nde nce of Young's modulus for sever a l oxides, J. B. Watchman, Jr. , W. E. T efft, D. G. Lam, Jr., and C. S. Apstein, Phys. Rev. 122, 1754 (JuTle 1961 . Young' s modulus was measured over t h e temperature range 77 OK to 850 OK by an accurate resonance techniq ue. Data a re presented for single crystals of aluminum oxide with various orientations of the crystallographic axes and for poly crystalline aluminum oxide, t h orium oxide, and magn esium oxide. The results show t h at the range of validity • of a T' temperature dependence predicted by theory must be quite sm all. The temperature dependence is very well d escribed over the whole temperature range by Texp( -Tof T ) where T o is an empiri cal parameter.
The X-or gamma -r ay en er gy a bsorp tion of tr an sfer coe ffici e nt: Tabulations a nd discu ssi on, R. T. Berger, Radiation R esearch 15, No . 1, 1-29 (July 1961) . The energy a bsorption coefficient is defined an d its significance for the calculation of absorbed dose is discussed.
Values of the e nergy absorptio n coefficient are tabulated for X-ray photon e nergies b etween 3 kev and 10 Mev, for variou materia ls . . This tabu lation is an extension of previous work of C. R . Whit e C rodstein and takes into account t he latest values of t he relevant cross sections. Auxiliary data are g iven to raeili tate a daptation of t he energy absorption coerficient to practical application s. The uncertainties of the tabu lated val ues a re discussed.
Ad soqltion o f nitroge n and argon on min e ralogical graphite a nd di a mond at 77 a nd 90 0 K , J . de Dios Lopez-Gonzalez, F. C. Carpenter and V. R. Deitz, J. Phys. Chem. G5, No .7, t+ 111 2-19 (J uly 1961) .
Adsorption isotherms of argon and nitrogen on mineralogical graphite and diamond powder were determined in t he relative pressure range from 10-9 to about 1. The sample was outgas ed at 450 0 C for 18 hours before each of a series of measurem en ts. Upon t he first exposure to the adsorbate, there was in ma ny cases a very slow a dsorption . This was followed by a muc h higher rate of adsorption and finally by attainment of Ĩ ~ ~t~~du)a~:~t~~ e~~laii~d~:~~i~~l~l~~~n~~.phf~;~~;o~Yl~~~~i~~ H etze r, Anal. Chem. 33, No .9, 1285 (A 1lg. 1961 ). T ris (hydl'Oxymethyl) aminometh ane, or 2-amin o-2-1,3-prop a nediol, is finding wide use in acidimetry and in pH control.
T llis u sefu l base and its a queou s solution s h ave been reported to be sta ble in air. Nevertheless, an a ppreciable change of pH can occur if t hese solution s are exposed to atmosph eres containing normal a mounts of carbon dioxide.
' I ) Q ua nt u m theor y of i nterfe ren ce e ffects in th e mi xi ng of li ght fr om ph ase-i nd e pe ndent sources, U. Fano, Am. J . Phys. 29, No.8, 539-545 (August 1961 ) .
Correlations in space and time of the ligh t intensity from pxte nded sources, observed by Brown a nd Twiss and by Forrester, were analyzed by these authors primarily in terms of fielel oscillations. This p ap er discu sses a n atomic p rocess which brings ou t t h e intensity correlations, namely, the photoionization of a pair of atoms following photon emi sion by a nother pair of ind ependently excited atoms. The calculated probability of this process depends sinusoid all y on ' t he relative positions of the four atom s and also, when t he so urce atom s emit different frequen cies, on t he time interval between the photoionization s, in agreement with the macroscopic treatment. The 0 cillation s arise from an interference of proba bility amplit udes which is not affected by the random phases of the source atoms. The calculation follows a standa rd approach but involves some novel detail.
'-H eats a nd volumes of mi xing in several CI2 h ydrocarbon systems, R . S. J essup and C. L. Stanley, J. Chem. Eng. Data G, No.3, 368-371 (July 1961) . M easure ments h ave b een made of t he h eats and volumes of mixing of two binary systems, one of which was composed of two kerosines, and t h e other of the C'2 hydrocarbons bicycloh exyl and n-dodecane. In addition , measurements of volume of mixing were m a de on four other binary systems, in each of which one component was n-dodecane while the other was, in turn, n-h ep tyleyclopentane, n-hexyleyclohexane, n-hexylbenzene, and phenyleyclohexane.
The fact that a p eriodicity can be d eveloped in such systems, the magnitude of the m axima, a nd their dependence on the crystallization temperature, is explicable by the appli cation of nu cleation t heory. It is assu med that subsequ e nt to t he formation of critical-size nuclei from a bundle of polymer chains , crystal growth along t he chain direction is severely retard ed , while in the transverse direc tion esse ntially unimped ed crystallization occurs. From the observed tem p erature coefficient of the low-angle spacings, t h e ratio of the excess free energy (resulting from the junction of crystalline a nd a morphous regions at the crystalli te end s) to the bulk e nt h alpy of f usion is found to be 2. 6 . The magnitude of t hi s ratio receives confirmation from another type of exprriment.
Den sity fluctu ations and h ea t cond uction in a pure liquid , R . E. Nettleton, Phys. Fluids!, No. 1, 74 (Jan . 1961 ) .
Two components of t h e h eat flu x in a pure liquid are identifi ed-one carried by sound waves and t h e other by diffusing mo lecul es. Coupled relaxation equations are obtained for th ese compon ents, both depending on the den sity gradient vp, a nd this dependence is interpreted t herm odynamically as a furth er coup lin g of t hese equ ations with t he equ ation determinin g (o(o t) (vp) . The latter can be imm ediately written down with t h e ai d of Onsager 's theorem and an in ertial principle developed in a previous paper. The thermodynamic interpretation of these rate equ ations also leads to a n explicit expression for the coeffi cient of (v p)2 in a Taylor expansion , about equilibrium , of t he H elmholtz free en ergy . This resu lt is co mpared with similar free energy terms assumed to exist by other a u thors.
Low te mperature properti es of cerous m agnesium n itrate. R . P . Hudson, R. S. Kaese r, a nd H. E. Radford, P roc. VIlth Intern . Conf. Low 'TemperatuTe Physics, University of 'Toronto, Canada, p. 45-48 (1950) .
A variety of m easurements h a ve b een m ade on CCt'ous magnesium nitrate b etween room tem perature a nd t he region of mill idegrees Kelvin. In t he range 10-3 to 1 0 K the ent ropy temperature relation varies from sp ecim en to sp ecimen and at the high t emperature end t he curve for anyon e sample does not entropolate to coincidence with t h at derived from spin-lattice relaxation m easurem ents in the 1°_4 0 K region. The sp ectroscopic splitting factor is probably exactly zero a long the c-axis. Evidence for t h e presence of low-lying doublets is supplied by departures of the X-T r elatio n from the Curie Law in the 4 0 -300° K range. 
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